
 

 

 

Thank you for purchasing Gary Numan VST 

original multitrack studio recordings of one of the greatest synth wizards of the 70s and 80s

The VST instrument includes stunning and authentic drum samples, bass note samples & countless synthesizer 

samples for you to either recreate the original recordings or add the stunning sounds to your own compositions 

and productions. 

Every included sound has been meticulously sampled

manipulate the sound envelope, adjust the filter sweep using the Hi Pass or Low Pass options, change the poly 

mode to monophonic and add Portamento

 

NOTE: Please place the included fonts into you ‘FONTS’ folder on your computer. This will show the correct 

display like what is shown above. 

To Install the VSTi: Place the entire folder into your VST plug

automatically be integrated within your setup.

This instrument is now VST 2 & 3 ready and available for Mac users.

Here is a short video showing how to get up & running quickly... 

https://youtu.be/wiTSdVzNKtg 

I hope you enjoy this VSTi release. 

We are always interested in hearing any productions where you use any of our instruments or samples. Send us a 

link to info@retrobeat.co.uk or find us on YouTube & Facebook as Beat Machine Drum Sample Packs.

 

Gary Numan VST Vol-1. Here we have a collection of stunning samples taken from 

one of the greatest synth wizards of the 70s and 80s

includes stunning and authentic drum samples, bass note samples & countless synthesizer 

you to either recreate the original recordings or add the stunning sounds to your own compositions 

sound has been meticulously sampled, stacked and mapped across the keyboard. You can 

the filter sweep using the Hi Pass or Low Pass options, change the poly 

Portamento if required. Reverb, chorus & distortion are also included.

NOTE: Please place the included fonts into you ‘FONTS’ folder on your computer. This will show the correct 

To Install the VSTi: Place the entire folder into your VST plugins folder. When you then start your DAW, it will 

automatically be integrated within your setup. 

This instrument is now VST 2 & 3 ready and available for Mac users. 

Here is a short video showing how to get up & running quickly...  

We are always interested in hearing any productions where you use any of our instruments or samples. Send us a 

or find us on YouTube & Facebook as Beat Machine Drum Sample Packs.

 
collection of stunning samples taken from 

one of the greatest synth wizards of the 70s and 80s. 

includes stunning and authentic drum samples, bass note samples & countless synthesizer 

you to either recreate the original recordings or add the stunning sounds to your own compositions 

across the keyboard. You can 

the filter sweep using the Hi Pass or Low Pass options, change the poly 

also included. 

NOTE: Please place the included fonts into you ‘FONTS’ folder on your computer. This will show the correct 

ins folder. When you then start your DAW, it will 

We are always interested in hearing any productions where you use any of our instruments or samples. Send us a 

or find us on YouTube & Facebook as Beat Machine Drum Sample Packs. 



 

 

PATCH LIST 

1. NUMAN DRUM KIT 

2. NUMAN DRUM LOOPS 

3. ARE FRIENDS ELECTRIC SYNTH 

4. AIR CRASH SWEEP 

5. ALIEN LOW 

6. NUMAN BASS-01 

7. NUMAN BASS-02 

8. BERSERKER BASS 

9. CARS SYNTH 

10. CREATURES HARD SYNTH 

11. CREATURES SYNTH 

12. DEADLINER SYNTH 

13. DREAM KILLER LOW SYNTH 

14. FAITH BASS 

15. FASCINATION BASS 

16. FILMS SYNTH 

17. GOD SYNTH 

18. HUMAN SYNTH 

19. HUNTER STRINGS 

20. HUNTER SLIDE STRINGS 

21. ICE MAN 

22. LISTEN SYNTH 

23. LONDON BASS 

24. NAPALM GUITAR 

25. OUTLAND BASS 

26. SCANNER BASS DRONE-01 

27. SCANNER BASS DRONE-02 

 

28. SCANNER BASS GROWL 

29. SCANNER STRINGS 

30. SCANNER HIT 

31. SCAR PAD 

32. SOUL VOX 

33. NUMAN STRINGS 

34. NUMAN VOCAL SNIP 

35. WARRIORS SYNTH 

36. WIRES BASS 

37. WRECKAGE SYNTH-01 

38. WRECKAGE SYNTH-02 

39. NUMAN 60 BASS-01 

40. NUMAN 60 BASS-02 

41. NUMAN 60 BASS-03 

42. NUMAN SYNTH HARP 

43. NUMAN ORGAN 

44. NUMAN RESO SYNTH 

45. NUMAN SYNTH STRING-01 

46. NUMAN SYNTH STRING-02 

47. POWER CHORDS 

48. CHAMELEON BASS 

49. CHAMELEON FM BELL 

50. CHAMELEON BRASS 

51. NUMAN BUZZ BELL 

52. NUMAN DETUNED SYNTH 

53. NUMAN OCTA SYNTH 

54. NUMAN SWEEP PAD 

55. NUMAN LEAD SYNTH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, may we ask you to please not illegally share, duplicate or modify this instrument in anyway. Illegal 

distribution will only jeopardise future releases. Thank you.  

© Steve Franklin/Beat Machine 2015 

 


